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There are many results about the semi-inner product methods of Lumer and
Phillips to the perturbation theory of one-parsmeter holomorphic contraction
semigroups.
R. T. Moore and M. H. Protter'3 theorem which is one of those results is most
important theorem.
In this paper we show that it extends the methods to a perturbation theorem of
Protter and announces generalizations to locally convex spaces.
Now, we introduce a new concept of operator A and by this new definitions we
examine a perturbation theorem.
Definition 1
A linear operator A with domain D(A)CZX is 0-sectorial for 0^0^-^- iff bor
every u £ D(A),
(1) tan<£ |Im (Au, u), <-Re [Au, u]^ 0
Every^i-sectorial operator is <f>2-sectorial for all 02^J0i, and every 0-sectoriaL
operator is dissipative (Re(Au, u]<£0)-
If (jj=~- > replace the first inequality by Im(Au, u)=0.
If A0={Z |k ^! argZ 1 ^ -^-+<j>}, and
W(A)={[Au, u)/ugD(A), ||u|!=1} is the numerical range of A them A is<£-
sectorial iff A?i d {W(A)}. (obvious when sketched)
Definition 2
A one-parameter semigroup T is in the family CH (0) of holomorphic contraction
semigroups on the sector S^ ={Z |arg Z ^<f>} iff
a) T is a homomorphism of the additive semigroup of S^ into the multipl-
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icative semigroup C(X) of all contraction operators on X ( J|T(Z) |l <i 1 ).
b) Z-T(Z) is a holomorphic function from int (S,j ) to C(X)c L(X), the
Banach algebra of bounded operators on X.
c) (slightly redundant) for all ugX, the map Z->T(Z)u is continuous
from S$ into X.
d) Then the (infinitesimal) generator A of T is defined, for allu£X where
the limit through real h exists, by
(2) Au=Já" h-i {T(h)u-u}
Theorem 1.
An operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a CH($) semigroup T iff
a) A is closed, densely defined, and cf> - sectorial, and
b) p(A)n(C~A0)^f^, where p(A) is the resolvent set.
Proof
Lemma (i). A is4>-sectorial iff eSd A is dissipative for all 0^ \0 ^(j)^,-7^-
Lemma (ii). Suppose A is 4>-sectorial, u £ D (A), and Z^A<£. Then
(3) !!(Z-A)!j^d(Z, Atf )u,
where d(Z, A«*) is the distance from Z to A?s.
Lemma (iii)
If (3) holds and A is closed p (A) either is disjoint from C~A?s or
contains C~A?s (the complement of A0 in C)
Lemma (IV)
Let T be any strongly continuous semigroup on S^ whose restriction to int
(S^) is in H (0, <f>), and whose generator is A.
Then for \6\ ^<f>, t->Te(t)= T(e*» t) is a semigroup of class Co with
generator Ag =&<> A, If T G CH(0), then Td £ CH(#) and eá" A is dissi-
pative for 0 <^<£.
If T £ CH(<£), every e'« A is dissipative by Lemma (IV), for \0\ <:<£, so A is
<f>-sectorial by Lemma (i). To is a contraction semigroup, A<? = A is closed,
densely defined, and has 1 £p (A)nC~A?s- Hence (a) and (b) hold.
Suppose (a) and (b), so that by Lemmas (ii) and (iii) and equation (3)
!(Z-A)-i ^d(Z, Atf)"1
Then Hille's Theorem shows that A generates a H(-4>, <£) semigroup Th on
int (S#). Applying Lemma (IV) to closed subsectors, and Lemma i to see
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that ei0 A is dissipative, it follows that all T> (od t) are contractions. It remains
to show that the contraction semigroups generated by e-^e A extend Th to all
jf S$, forming a CH(<£) semigroup T. All To generated by e»e A for \dj <^.cf>
leave the common D(A)=D(>0 A),
invariant, are differentiate on it and commute with A. If u D(A),
T±?5 (t) u-To (t) u=J* á"(T±0 (s) Te (t-s)u) ds
=r T±0 (s) (e±* A-d» A) Te (t-s) uds
Jo
={e±i«-ei«} f1 T±0 (s) T9 (t-s) Au ds.
Jo
Since the T's are contractions, the last integral is smaller than t || Au jj and, as
6~-*±<j>, Te (t) u^T±9s (t) u uniformly on t-compacta, allowing a continuous
extension of Z->Th (Z) u to S^.
This extends to all ue X, and the semigroup property extends by limits as
well, to create a T c CH(<£)
Theorem 2-
(a) If A and B are<f>-sectorial, and a and /3 nonnegative, then D=aA+fiB
is $-sectorial.
(b) If {Aa !a£T} is a set of 0-sectorial operators, and D is defined, for
all u where the limit exists in n{D(Aa) \ccqT}, by Du=lim Aau, then
D is (J)-sectorial.
Proof
(a) If u 6 D(A)nD(B), COA+/3B)u, uO=<Au, u^+/g|;Bu, u].
Then W (aA+/3B) caW(A)+/3W(B)cA* since A^ is a cone; the same
applies for closures since A?s is closed.
(b) [Du, tO=C(D-Aa)u, u]+(Aau, u] and |[(D-Aa)u, u) |]
^T I!(D-Aa)u! j!ui! -»0; so (Du, u)=lim [Aau, u), and the same applies
to real and imaginary parts, so (1) for D follows from (1) for the Aa.
Theorem 3-
Suppose D in Thorem 2 (a) or (b) is densely defined, and for some




All eie D for Id ^<f> are dissipative by Lemma (i). Theorem 3 insures that D
exists, and an easy modification of the proof of their Lemma shows that a new
semi-inner product can be chosen making all eie D dissipative at once, so D
becomes <f>-sectorial. Then as in Theorem, Zo £ p (D) and Theorem 1 applies.
The following can supply the range condition: (DA) D has a densely defined
dissipative adjoint D* ; e. g. in (b)the net {A*a 'a\ £l}
consists of dissipative operators converging on a dense subset of X* (G) in (a),
D(A)c D(B) and for some a<1andb;>0, Bu <^a iAu + b:u forall
UGD(A)
Theorem 4.
If {Aa \a £I\ is a net of generators of CH(0) semigroups Ta with a limit
D satisfying Theorem 3 (or (DA)) then D generates a CH(</>)
semigroup T which is the uniform strong limit on compacta in S,i of the Ta.
Proof
We already know that T exists and that C~A?s a p (D) The usual argument
for the Trotter-Kato theorem can then be shortened considerably because the
limit semigroup T and limit resolvents (Z-D)-i
are already known to exist, but essentially the same reasoning is used to prove
uniform convergence on conpacta.
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